DID YOU USED TO READ THIS?

The game of croquet is played by opposite parties, of one or more on a side, each player being provided with a mallet and ball distinguished by their color.

The players in their turn play the ball a mallet's length from the starting stake, and strike it with the mallet, the object being to pass it through the first one or two hoops. The turning or upper take must be struck with the ball before the player can pass the ball through the returning hoops, and on returning to the starting point the ball must hit the starting stake before the player is the winner. The one who passes through all the hoops and sets their ball to the starting stake first is the winner.

Where four are playing, two of whom are gentle, one lady and gentleman usually play as partners. As it is the height of ill-manners to display any rudeness, no lady or gentleman will ever forget the lost opportunity should the opposing parties found fault. Invitations to a croquet party may be of the same form as invites to any other party.

Fifty years ago our men were worrying a good deal about their beards. This helpful article on their care appeared in Young's Magazine.

Those who shave should be careful to do so every morning. Nothing looks worse than a shabbily beard. Some persons whose beards are strong should shave twice a day, especially if they are going to a party in the evening.

The style of the growth of the beard should be governed by the character of the face. But whatever the style be, the great point is to keep it well brushed and trimmed, and to avoid any appearance of wildness or inattention. The full, flowing beard of course requires more looking after in the wax of cleanliness than any other. It should be thoroughly washed and brushed at least twice a day, and it is very easy to suffer it to become objectionable to one's self as well as to others. If it is naturally glossy, it is better to avoid the use of oil or pomatum. The mustache should be worn neatly and not overlarge. There is nothing that so adds to masculine airness as the full beard if carefully and neatly kept.

Now there are Three!

JUST beyond the city limits of every large city is at least one select colony of distinguished homes.

Detroit's first was Grosse Pointe, then Bloomfield Hills. Now, also, there is Rochester. Wormer & Moore has made a careful analysis of all three - offers select properties in all three - and is in an unique position to discuss with you, without prejudice, the relative advantages of these three highly regarded residential regions.

Happiness is truly life's greatest treasure — unaccompanied by happiness, all things else are of minor import. Do you ever recount the many elements that influence your happiness? And do you realize that one of the most important is environment?

Environment cannot be escaped, but it can be made to contribute much to your greater happiness — if you surround yourself with things that suggest the gladness of living — grass-covered and gently rolling hills — birds — trees — flowers — fresh and clean air — unlimited sunshine.

Such will be your environment in the exclusive suburban developments north of Detroit which are listed below. A home here will be an investment in greater happiness.
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